Feed Leeds 2021
Monday 6 Dec, 4:00pm (zoom meeting)
ATTENDING:
Adam Ogilvie (FL Chair, Meanwood Valley Urban Farm (MVUF)), Sonja Woodcock (FL Treasurer,
Leeds Food Coordinator at FoodWise Leeds), Tom Bliss (FL Vice Chair, Leeds Beckett etc), Ellie
Salvidge (Sustainability at LCC), Sarah-Jane Mason (FL, RHS), Penny Pinn (Horsforth Community Café
& composting etc), Martin Hemingway (Leeds Green Party etc), , Rachael Fox (FL minutes), Rosie
Atkins (FL, Leeds Rotters, LESSN), Becky Mears (FL, IE Aireborough / Season Well CIC), Sue OttleyHughes (FL, Friends of Stank Hall Barn), Maya Newall (Sustainability at UoL), Joe Foster (Hollin Lane
Allotments & Leeds Allotment Federation). Cllr Ann Forsaith (Green party - attending audio only).
APPOLOGIES: James Harrison (FL, Patchwork farm), Paul Magnall (FL, Rainbow Junction, Leeds
Rotters), Emma Andrews (Growing Friendship/ Season Well), Dan Robinson (IE Garforth).
AGENDA
1) Approval of minutes from last meeting
The minutes were approved with no amendments.
2) Updates
Potters Planters
SJ reported that the planned meeting was happening on the 8th.
Sow a Row Xtra / Growing Friendship
Becky reported that overall the project was very successful. However the planned monitoring report
from a third party has not yet arrived. Of the Exchange Sites, only Camille from Space2 had so far
responded to requests for feedback. A funding bid with Hamara Heathy Living Centre for next year
had been unsuccessful. Tom suggested asking for feedback on how Drop Off vs Exchange sites had
performed, and to circulate a ‘Round Robin’ to all participating sites (which are listed on the map)
asking for data and stories. Joe also asked for stories, and which veg were most popular, so that
growers, and more growers, could be persuaded to take part again next year, and grow the best
options. Becky reported that these should be available in the monitoring report when it arrives. (EG
One person is now working with Season Well - having joined through dropping off seedlings at MVUF
that were donated by Hollin Lane).
She advised that she hopes that Growing Friendship will run again next year. LASSN have probably
completed their involvement, but Hamara remain interested, and PAFRAS might be another option.
ACTION: Becky to send list of questions to Tom for circulation to all Exchange and Drop Off sites.

ACTION ALL Becky is looking for funding to continue the workshops with LASSN and Hamara – please
share details of any funding which might be relevant
Little Veg Libraries
Becky reported on the LVL in Guiseley and stressed the need for them to be hosted and actively
monitored.
Sonja reported that Climate Action Seacroft has installed 3 LVLs.
ACTION. S to advise Tom of the locations so they can be added to the map with photos of activity.
Penny is promoting an LVL at the Horsforth Community Café (one of the Leeds Rotters Hubs).
Maya reported that UoL has plans to install an LVL next to the little book library, and is seeking
funding and a partner for construction - with possibly a workshop to build more than one.
UoL are reaching out to student areas (see below), including with possible funding for further LVLs.
Heart in Headingley, and possibly Left Bank (where Lemon Balm have planted edibles this year) are
interested. Veg could be sourced from local allotments, perhaps, (Martin and Joe to contact St Anns
and Hollin Lane about potential collaboration), and students encouraged to grow veg and contribute
to the LVLs.
Tom suggested FL could co-host a workshop with UoL and others (he could even film it, like the
Wheely Compost Bin videos). One location could be Horsforth Shed, or 'if wet' in the MVUF barn.
ACTION: Penny to scope workshop options with Horsforth Shed. Maya to collaborate/lead.
THOUGHT: Could TCV be persuaded to turn our workshop into a paid course - creating a steady
stream of LVLs across the city?
Farm Start
A report, written by Caroline Scott and Rob Knowles for FoodWise Leeds in conjunction with the
Urban Agriculture Consortium, as an initial feasibility study for a FarmStart programme in Leeds, has
been compiled - see appendix.
Sonja reported on obstacles to expansion of commercial food growing. (WWF has funding, but closes
January ’22 [this has since been deemed not suitable so no application made]). Tom reminded the
meeting of earlier efforts to reach rural / conventional farmers, not currently part of our network,
and suggested a new initiative/subgroup to be led by Adam. Those farmers we do know have been
interviewed as part of the FarmStart research, and will be invited to the LCC Food Strategy
Workshop in January (see below) - so this might offer opportunities for further engagement. Tom
has also asked for advice on the SFC mailing list and had some good suggestions that the subgroup
to explore. Rosie offered to assist.

ACTION: Sonja to convene Farm Subgroup meeting.
Leeds Food Strategy
Sonja shared that there’s an event at the end of January, Polly Cook taking lead. Sonja is pulling
together a list of attendees, including many FL committee members and key contacts.
ACTION: Anyone keen to attend please contact Sonja.
‘Try a Traybake’
Becky shared info about competition for Healthy Holiday attendees of Season Well events over
2021. The activity will be extended to all families but as activity rather than competition, working to
make 'Healthy Holiday foods' heathier. and focus on eating seasonal food.
Inspired by VEGPOWER’s original campaign, FoodWise Leeds is challenging everyone ‘Try a
Traybake’ and create festive designs with chopped seasonal veg!
In our new booklet below, find our family-friendly traybake recipes to try at home, activity ideas,
plus ways to #LoveYourLeftovers using your surplus veg.
Please Tag @FoodWiseLeeds when sharing your traybake photos online and follow us on social
media to find out more about why eating seasonally and cutting food waste is so important.
https://leedsfoodpartnership.files.wordpress.com/2021/12/try-a-traybake-booklet-for-city-wideactivity.pdf
Orchards
Chapel A and St Matthews schools have raised £1100 (big thanks to Ellie Gent and all at both
schools) towards fruit trees to be planted, along with the free non-orchard trees from WRF /
Woodland Trust, on the shared playing fields on Stainbeck Lane. 3 students from Leeds Beckett are
currently creating a planting plan.
Tom suggested at the recent WRF meeting that an orchard section should be included on the White
Rose Forest website. Danny Smith (LCC) - with whom Tom and Fruit Works are developing an
orchard policy document / funding bid for Leeds - agreed this would be useful.
Horsforth Hall Community Garden
Penny had a meeting with parks who were prescriptive about sourcing of edible plants to be grown
in a park. Their pathway standards are ok if funding can be found. Tom suggested that this could be
taken up by Leeds Parks and Green Spaces Forum (of which he is a committee member - Penny to
advise if this would be helpful). Becky advised that they have been able to plant what they liked in
Nunroyd Park, and Rachael advised that anything can be grown by IE Crossgates on the bowling
green garden, which is within a park, so there are good precedents to take to P&C management.

UoL Sustainable Garden
Maya reported that the community projects are progressing well with more happening from
January. The group are aiming to take the project out to student areas, including to Heart in
Headingley
Stank Hall Barn
Land sale still going through, which rules out growing at the barn, so they’re encouraging garden
growing at home.
Sue is also establishing ‘Small Beans & Microgreens’ organisation, promoting windowsill-scale
growing across Leeds aimed at improving nutrition for older people, with various focal points,
including Roundhay. She will be looking for support. Will be asking around the network for support.
Suggestions from the meeting included Rob from Passion for Plants in Roundhay, Nells Urban Greens
LS15 microgreen grower (SJ to pass on details), and the old Back-to-Front manuals (Tom has copies).
Sue will be moving from Leeds next year as she is getting married – congratulations from all at FL!
3) Climate Change
Martin shared that COP26 was being followed up by the Yorkshire and Humber COP26 Transition
group, mostly funded by TUC. Anyone interested, contact Martin.
4) AGM – proposed date, location & content
Monday 28th February 2022. This has been booked, kindly, by Cllr Marshall Ketung - who we have
invited to speak. Other suggestions include Pecha Kucha style presentations (20 slides on a 20
second timer for each slide - or could be shorter) from member organisations, a local chef to talk
about sourcing local food (could bring food?), and/or local school/s to present on growing schemes
that are running at their sites. Sue suggested Ruth Goodman (from Victorian Farm etc) as a speaker.
Sue to ask - but we assume this will be too short notice for this year.
ACTION: Adam to double check the room has been booked.
5) Date of next meeting
Monday 10th January 4pm zoom
Tom advises that the next bill for the website is due next month. How can we raise £36?

APPENDIX

The following report was written by Caroline Scott and Rob Knowles for FoodWise Leeds, in
conjunction with the Urban Agriculture Consortium, as an initial feasibility study for a
FarmStart programme in Leeds.
November 2021

UAC Leeds FarmStart Report
Introduction
1. Executive summary, key findings and
recommendations
Building the network is a first step, as there's not currently much communication or
support between small scale farmers in Leeds. We believe that this will be more
successful if led by growers, such as the CSAs, and supported by an external
organisation, rather than led by non-farmers.
Small scale farms are often working to very tight timescales and tight margins, so
any input into a FarmStart project must reflect this. Funding will be necessary to
support the project for this reason. Currently all the land on these farms is in use for
commercial activities. One farmer offered to give some time to the project, but the
majority would have to be paid for their time as margins are so tight.
The small scale CSAs do not have large reserves of money and it seems those with
the highest interest in a FarmStart are those with the least money.
Access to land is key, and this is a challenge within the city, close to the markets and
the potential growers, who are mainly city based.
The profit margins for these kinds of farms can be extremely low, and so developing
alternative routes to market such as food hubs, which give a greater share of the
profits to the grower, is essential alongside the development of the FarmStart
scheme. They also provide economies of scale and access to larger markets by
sharing the marketing costs.
The price of food is rising, partly due to increases in the cost of inputs like fertilizers
and pesticides. Agroecological growers are well placed to benefit from this as they
use very little inputs, and the often higher prices of local food may be more on a par
with conventionally grown food.

2. Framing the study
This is an initial report which has been commissioned by Food Wise Leeds to help
set the local context for Leeds which is one of the Urban Agriculture Consortium’s
(UAC) Northern Pathfinder cities.
The report is to build on a series of 4 workshops over summer 2021 organised by
UAC with the North Pathfinder cities (Leeds, Lancaster, Sheffield, Middlesbrough
and Nottingham). This was followed up with a trip to Kindling Trust at the beginning
of Sept 2021.
The ultimate objective is to design a program suitable to the needs of Leeds to train
more agroecological farmers, whether they want to run their own business or be
employed on a farm.
According to the Soil Association’s definition agroecology is sustainable farming that
works with nature, and is an umbrella term that covers lots of agricultural practices
that you may be more familiar with, like organic, biodynamic or permaculture.
While other FarmStarts have focussed on market gardening of vegetables, it may be
that the geography in the north of England could mean sheep farming is appropriate
too.
More information on FarmStart in the UK, including case studies and set up guide
can be found on the Landworkers Alliance website here.

2.1 Background and scope
In recent decades there has not been a culture of market gardening in Leeds.
Currently the CSAs within Leeds are still in their infancy and becoming more
established. However there is a recognised need for more local food growing.
FoodWise Leed has joined the UAC as part of the Northern Pathfinders FarmStart
project to help facilitate the city’s food growing ambitions.
This process begins with finding what Leeds needs and how we can achieve this.
A lot has been happening regionally and nationally over the last few years.
Increasing inequality and Covid have really highlighted a lot of issues around food
security. Leeds City Council have declared a climate emergency and made a
commitment to sourcing locally grown food when possible.
Routes to market are an important element, we need to make it efficient and
effective. This will encourage people to get into food growing because they know that
they can reach the market.

2.2 Approach and method
Our approach has been to initially focus on the growers. We created a contact list of
all the growers that we were aware of and checked with Feed Leeds group for
additional suggestions.
We then emailed these to announce our research and then followed up with phone
calls to run through questions on their current situation, challenges and successes.
We tried to gauge their interest in being involved whilst acknowledging that the
Leeds FarmStart project is still at the conceptualising stage and could take one of
several different models.
Other reference material came from earlier UAC workshops, Lancaster FarmStart
feasibility study and LWA FarmStart setup guide.

3. Background and context
3.1 A local context: Leeds, local food and farming
This research by Paul Jenson, who has mapped food growing and distribution within
Leeds city region, shows that although there is significant local food production,
Leeds is not food secure, as the production only amounts to around half of the
calories consumed, and there is a shortfall in macronutrients, the main crops being
grains and meat, as well as potatoes beets and field beans. In addition there is an
unequal access to healthy food within the city, and a significant proportion of the
food grown is exported to other regions.
These statistics are similar to the UK in general, where we only produce 60% of our
food, according to the National Farmers Union, with over half of vegetables and 85%
of fruit being imported.
From: Mapping the production-consumption gap of an urban food system: an
empirical case study of food security and resilience

Current agroecological farms:
Organic Pantry, Tadcaster LS24, is a 300 acre family run organic farm, with
local veg box delivery, as well as an online and farm shop. They are also a
wholesaler, supplying the North of England, and buy from local growers as
well as from further afield.
Meanwood Valley Urban Farm CSA. 2 acres of food growing. Now in its 3rd
year, this small agroecological inner city farm has a fully subscribed CSA box
scheme, also supplying a few local cafes with salad leaves.

Kirkstall Valley Farm. Have just completed their first year as a CSA. Potential
for expansion, and strong community involvement.
Whiteleys Farm, Pudsey. Grow Vegetables and fruit, not organic but they use
as minimal chemical input as possible, only using if there's an issue. Farm
shop and supplies local restaurants as well as Headigley Greengrocers and
The fruit stall in Chapel Allerton.
Swillington Farm, Swillington. 160 acres Certified organic. 2 acre walled
garden growing vegetables, fruit and herbs for their CSA, as well as rare
breed pigs, cattle, sheep and poultry sustainable, high welfare meat
production.
Passion4Plants is a new CSA based in Roundhay, that's due to begin
producing in 2022.
Nells Urban Greens, Garforth. Microgreens farm, direct to the public and
catering outlets.
There are also 101 Allotment sites across Leeds, which are currently in high
demand, with long waiting lists.

Meanwood Valley Urban Farm CSA- they are now cultivating almost 100% of their 2
acres.

Interviews
We spoke to as many growers as possible to get their opinion of how a Leeds
FarmStart could go forward.
We spoke to individuals from the following organisations:
Growing Better
Meanwood Valley Urban Farm
Kirkstall Valley Farm
David Cox
Freddie Watson, Organic Pantry
Dorota, Growing Better
-Have trained up to 30 people already. This is not “free labour” as someone with no
background needs a lot of time for training, the business does not always see a
return.
-Growers would benefit from a social network, knowledge sharing, peer networking,
meeting, skill share etc. Business education but with case studies that are relevant to
growers.
-When talking about Leeds FarmStart it's important to define what we mean by
Leeds, postcode only or city region, or supplying the city from outside. Could be
better to widen the image of Leeds.
Jenny - Kirkstall Valley Farm
-Veg box scheme does not currently have a waiting list, but equally they are not
marketing heavily as it feels about right capacity wise.
-Original aim was to provide 40 full share veg boxes. Currently supply 65 veg boxes
year round (made up of 10 full shares @ £17wk & 55 half shares at £9wk). Surplus
goes to Horsforth Zero Munda (zero waste shop) and Headingley Greengrocer.
-Aiming next year to provide 60 full share year round veg boxes on a harvest share
agreement. Customers need to give notice when leaving and are asked to pay up
front where possible to help with cash flow.
-1 ½ to 2 acres of land becoming available after the flood alleviation project
completes. However this will be on the lowest, most flood prone, part of the site.
-Size and resources limitations are a challenge to getting involved. There is 1 full
time employee (i.e. 2x part time growers) and administrator for a few hours a week
on the box scheme. Otherwise dependent on many volunteers. Unless there was
funding it would be difficult to assist a FarmStart.

-Potential FarmStarters: There have been a couple of people really keen on doing
more growing. Potentially 2 KickStart trainees in 2022
Luke Justice, Meanwood Valley Urban Farm
-no additional space for a FarmStart growing area
-currently supply 40 veg boxes over 25 week period. Also supply Fruit Stall order of
around £200 per week and some smaller orders from Grocery Shop/Eat Your
Greens. All customers collect from the farm.
-next year’s targets not yet set but likely to aim to increase output
-they have had a trainee and a thriving volunteer day. These individuals could
become potential FarmStart participants.
-Interested in building in education and tuition into their farm. Already an idea on
sharing some organising labour on audience developing around the farms. Events
organiser to put on events for volunteer teams, who could become FarmStarters,
could add to engagement and meet farmer’s social needs too.
- If creating a new multi stakeholder organisation it needs to be democratic (so
everyone has a say) e.g. setting prices together, space for collaboration, Luke happy
to help set the context for collaboration, e.g. multi stakeholder coop, start it the right
way with “grass roots”, easy access to conflict resolution.
-Potential to add value through sharing a catering trailer/ kitchen on wheels.
David Cox, agroecological sheep farmer
-Challenges with direct marketing are that it's a limited market and people want to
chat. Customers were put off as the farm size grew. They want a personal
relationship and flexibility of ordering.
-Several attempts at marketing Coops around Yorkshire have imploded due to
differing expectations of those growers taking part.
-For Market gardening the issue is the access to land. Must either be occupied on a
licence which is 28 day notice, or tenancy FVT under 2 years there will be no
security for the tenant. Over 2 years needs to be registered with the land registry and
needs to be a tenant with a good reputation for a landowner to want to sign up to
this.
-Market gardening comes up against environmental restrictions. N and W of Leeds is
protected as carbon grassland, with huge penalties for that change of use due to
carbon and biodiversity regulations.
Vicky, Whiteleys Farm
They are too busy to even have a 5 minute chat about the FarmStart scheme. This
could be a common issue with small farms.

Freddie Watson: Organic Pantry
-He would like to see more local agroecological food being grown, and is interested
to know more about a FarmStart scheme, and is willing to chat more further down
the line.
-Would need to maintain the commercial activity of the farm
-Can provide work experience opportunities for potential FarmStarts on their
successful organic farm, either through short or long term arrangements, in order for
potential growers to try out farming. They also have short and longer term jobs
available on the farm.
-They are quite a large wholesalers, and can potentially provide an outlet for
FarmStart grown food, although most of their produce is certified organic. (they do
sell Nells Urban greens micros, which are not certified organic)
-They don't have any space for FarmStarts to grow on, as they are using all of their
land commercially.

Kirkstall Valley Farm

4. Key findings
4.1 The interest in being a FarmStart host
The farms all have tight margins, and any involvement in the FarmStart scheme
would be contingent on not affecting their commercial operations.
Organic Pantry could potentially offer work experience and training on the job at their
organic farm.

4.2 The interest in being a potential FarmStarter
We haven't gathered any information directly, but there are a number of potential
groups in Leeds, from which there may be people interested in the FarmStart
scheme.
-There are a large number of volunteers at MVUF, growing food for the CSA, as well
as a trainee.
-There are lots of volunteers interested in food growing at Kirkstall Valley Farm.
-There is a thriving local Permaculture network, with the Permaculture Association
also being based in Leeds.
The last Permaculture design course sold out, and some people who complete this
are looking to make a livelihood from activities such as food growing.
-There are 101 allotments across Leeds which are all fully subscribed with big
waiting lists.
-CATCH in Harehills has been training young people in how to grow food.

4.3 The interest in supporting such a project from local
organisations
-Leeds City Council now has a climate commitment around food sourcing.
-Leeds University Catering is also a potential customer and supporter, and may also
have academic interest through their Sustainable Research Institute, and academics
such as Les Firbank who is involved with sustainable agriculture.
-Permaculture Association UK office is based in Leeds, Andy Goldring has already
helped connect local farmers to the Feed Leeds / Food Wise teams. They can be
used as a resource for ideas on structure and marketing.
-Leeds Permaculture Network also run their own courses
(https://www.leedspermaculturenetwork.org/courses.html) so may be able to
recommend expert tutors to provide training to the FarmStart.
-Askham Bryan College is another local training provider (https://www.askhambryan.ac.uk/the-college/departments/horticulture).

4.4 Local potential buyers of locally grown produce
There is a large and growing population of the city. In general there's a lack of
awareness of the importance and availability for locally grown food, however the
Meanwood Valley Urban Farm
(MVUF) CSA scheme has a waiting list, and Kirkstall Valley Farm is also at capacity.
The Coronavirus crisis and Brexit has increased the demand for local food in
general, and anticipated food price increases and any further shortages will increase
this.
The Headingley Greengrocer and The Fruit Stall in Chapel Allerton are thriving
independent Greengrocers that buy from local farms. Kirkstall market in the centre of
Leeds now has a growing number of independent food stalls.
Leeds University Catering Service have a big commitment to buying local food, and
could be potential customers. Leeds City Council have just committed to sourcing
more local food, and to banning air freighted food as well.
Leeds has a thriving independent food scene that is renowned for its diversity,
energy and innovation. Some of these establishments have a focus on locally grown
produce e.g. Eat Your Greens, Bare Coffee or Grub and Grog.

4.5 The possibilities for local partners and support
Other local food producers such as Leeds Bread Co-op or local breweries (e.g.
Leeds Brewery, Northern Brew Co and Northern Monk). Their products could also
be sold in a box scheme or via a food hub.

4.6 Key Challenges
Engaging growers who are busy, and don't see the bigger picture and aims of
FarmStart. There seems to be a concern that the FarmStart may originate from
organisations which do not have a practical understanding of the pressures of
growing. Likewise some have had negative experience working with
volunteers/trainees stating the results had not justified the time and effort invested to
train them. Kindling Trust FarmStart is from 2022 separating the roles of Grower and
FarmStart Coordinator, acknowledging the difficulties of juggling two sets of
priorities.
There is currently no established Food hub, or other non-profit route to market set up
in Leeds. This would make it much easier for new growers to enter the field.
Larger more commercial farmers are not as interested. There is a real cultural divide
in farming between large scale conventional commercial farms and the smaller scale
agroecological growers. Bridging this gap could help a more equal share of
resources such as land and capital. Could they be enticed to help in line with
Corporate Social Responsibility.

4.6.1 The availability of local land
This is a real challenge in Leeds as a large commercial city the construction sector is
booming. Some of the best agricultural land lies to the east of the city. However the
construction of the East Leeds Orbital Route means that the development potential
for this land has been transformed with many of the surrounding fields under option
to house builders.
The extreme differences between land value based on agricultural or development
use has led to situations such as the orphaning of land. I.e. where farm buildings are
converted into housing leaving relatively small farms with no access to
services. Demand for horse pasture is also competing for land use and pricing out
local vegetable growing.
David Cox is a local farmer who has voiced an interest in people farming his land,
which is on the outskirts of Leeds. This would be simply a landlord arrangement,
rather than coordinating the FarmStart organisation itself. Peter Hall from KQ Farm
has contacted the permaculture network in the past, as he wanted to diversify his
farm operation and host more people from the growing community. He hasnt replied
to our emails about FarmStart though. Both of these could be possible avenues for
FarmStart graduates to explore in terms of first enterprises.
Leeds City Council are large land owners locally. They have offered land for
community food growing in the past but at the insistence that this remains open
access. This could be a challenge as market gardening uses more tools/structures
and higher value produce creating risk of theft or vandalism. They could be
contacted again in the light of their declaration of a Climate Emergency and
commitment to buy more local food.
The Crown estate has farms which become available but these are often allocated
based on recommendation from other farmers so it can be a closed system.
Other big landowners include church organisations and the Coal board.

4.6.2 Potential project partners
Land Workers Alliance (LWA)
Urban Agriculture Consortium (UAC)
Food Wise Leeds / Feed Leeds
Climate Action Leeds - Climate Action Leeds is a new ambitious five-year
programme funded by The National Lottery Climate Action Fund. Providing a
platform for people, organisations and communities to come together to take action
on climate change, in Leeds and beyond. Their collective purpose is to help shape a
Leeds which is zero carbon, nature friendly and socially just by the 2030s.

FixOurFood team at York Uni. Co-creating a regenerative food system across
Yorkshire: inspiring, envisioning and transforming practices to ensure healthy people
and a healthy planet.

4.6.3 Finance
Creating a FarmStart in Leeds will certainly need funding and a further feasibility
study would help with this by identifying the costs and requirements.
One thing that has stood out is that there is very limited government support for
small scale agroecological farming. The LWA is currently lobbying DEFRA on this so
there may be opportunities in the future but for the time being support may have to
be found from charities rather than Government.
The Loans for Enlightened Agriculture Programme (LEAP) offers a mix of affordable
loans and grants, side by side with a comprehensive mentoring programme and
hands on approach. Organised by Real Farming Trust and funded by Power to
Change and Esmée Fairbairn Foundation. LEAP is a new model for financing and
supporting food and farming enterprises that puts people and the biosphere at the
heart of the food system. LEAP will provide a critical next step for community based
agroecological enterprises that have relied on grant funding to date and who have
had nowhere to go to finance their onward development. This could be of use to a
Leeds FarmStart project for purchasing equipment or to cover initial running costs.
Crowdfunding - In the 12 weeks to Feb ’20 Kirkstall Valley Farm crowdfunded
£45,000 from over 300 supporters to get them setup and started on site.

5. Conclusions, recommendations and next steps
Whilst writing this report it became clear that it might be useful to have a range of
possible next steps going from the short term and achievable with limited resources,
to longer term more ambitious goals.
Currently the Leeds food growing scene does not have a high public profile. Much
inspiration can be taken from Manchester and London which both have stronger,
more cohesive networks of growers and suppliers. With this foundation in place, a
FarmStart scheme would be more successful.
Create a Leeds Growers Network
A number of growers have said that Leeds is not feeling joined up. Therefore
building the network is a first step, as there's not currently much communication or
support between small scale farmers in Leeds. This could be facilitated and
supported by Food Wise Leeds but we believe it would be more successful if led by
farmers. Previous attempts have not been successful in engaging people, and we
think this may be partly due to being initiated by non-farmers. This could take the
form of a peer support network or Worker coop.

Luke or Ben from Meanwood Valley Urban Farm could be potential ambassadors, as
they have already initiated some events, e.g. Farm Hack and LWA meetups. Also
there is support via Adam @ Meanwood Farm as Chair at Feed Leeds.
CSA & LWA both offer support to farmers and could possibly advise on running this.
There could be a small pot of funding to help facilitate this.
Nationally, there is also a thriving and engaged support network for small scale
organic growers through the ‘UK Organic Market Gardeners’ Facebook group (also
open to those who are chemical free but not certified organic)
Create a Leeds Local Food hub
Alternative routes to market must be considered alongside the FarmStart scheme.
Food hubs, Direct sales, CSAs, coops or similar models will ensure that the farmers
get a fair price for their produce and make the work more financially viable.
Manchester Veg Box People, Growing communities and their wholesalers The
Better Food Shed are examples of financially viable food hubs that are not reliant on
funding, supporting many small local growers and paying them a fair price for their
produce. In the current economic set up, small scale farming is not viable without
this.
Conduct a further Feasibility Study
This study was always intended as an initial step to inform the further development
of a FarmStart for Leeds. The next logical step would be to conduct a more detailed
feasibility study.
This could be by a postgraduate based in Leeds who could research further, to get a
more complete picture and produce a document with all the required references
etc.
This study should include:
Survey work of potential customers and some more in depth interviews.
Engage with a range of stakeholders including government, charities/third
sector, and businesses - collecting evidence through focus groups/interviews
Literature review and evidence evaluation
Proposing a range of solutions based on the evidence above
Research Sources of funding
Costs of running farm start

